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U.S. Public Finance | Cryptocurrencies May Boost 
Revenue--But Are Not Without Risk 

U.S. state and local governments, and other public finance issuers, are increasing 
their use of cryptocurrencies--not just as an investment, but also for payments. The 
benefits include ease of electronic transfer and potentially lower fees, but we also 
see cyber risk, portfolio risks, and environmental, social, and governance concerns. 

U.S. States Are Beginning To Adopt Cryptocurrencies 
Selected examples 

Source: S&P Global Ratings. 

How is cryptocurrency used in U.S. public finance? 

Easy electronic transfer. Taxes and fees in some locales can be paid through cryptocurrency. For example, 

Williston, N.D. is accepting cryptocurrency payments for utility bills, and there are plans to add functionality 

for license fees. Local governments in many states are exploring cryptocurrency payments as an option for 

employees to receive paychecks.   

A promising, if volatile, investment. Public finance entities are showing a limited, but rapidly increasing 

interest in blockchain technology companies and cryptocurrencies as a new investment option. They hope to 
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earn higher returns or incorporate new instruments with distinct risk profiles to combat the market and 

liquidity risks that are present in more traditional markets. 

Growing acceptability as payment. In the higher education sector, some schools are accepting 

cryptocurrencies for endowment gifts, although most are not yet accepting them for tuition payments and 

other business operations. In early May 2021, for example, the University of Pennsylvania received an 

anonymous gift of bitcoins worth $5 million. 

The current landscape 

Public finance stakeholders may not be leading the digitalization charge, but they are not ignoring it. At the 

federal level, a myriad of legislative and regulatory stakeholders are evaluating the digital asset landscape. 

Additionally, states such as Wyoming, Ohio, and Texas, among others, are creating legal frameworks to 

prepare for the continued digitalization of markets. While there hasn’t been any U.S. public finance issuance to 

date, issuers are considering digitalized capital raising. 

There is growing interest in cryptocurrency's use in transfers as well as investment. We are seeing slow but 

increased interest from governments (including U.S. states), local governments, and other public finance 

issuers in using, and regulating, cryptocurrencies not just as a store of value or speculative investment, but for 

payments, because of the ease of electronic transfer and the potential for lower fees than those offered by 

current intermediaries. The city of Berkeley, Calif., for example, is looking at creating its own cryptocurrency to 

be used to back its debt. The states of Wyoming and New York have built comprehensive regulatory 

frameworks around cryptocurrency to aid technological advancement. 

The burgeoning industry is creating competition for a “crypto-friendly” reputation. Some governments are 

actively creating economic development campaigns to encourage companies to locate in “crypto-friendly” 

areas to attract employees. For example, the city of Miami, Fla. hosts a large annual crypto conference and is 

considering paying city employees and receiving taxes in bitcoin. However, others--such as the city of 

Plattsburgh, N.Y.--are shying away, in part because of the related electricity demands.  

The credit implications 

Cryptocurrencies are a new area of rapid economic growth. Successful implementation of the legal 

cryptocurrency framework and a reputation as "friendly" to the new industry could boost revenue through an 

expanding new job market, or through investment gains, and result in credit-positive growth. 

The cyber risks are extensive. Sufficient internal or external cyber controls would demonstrate management 

aptitude, which we view as an integral part of cryptocurrency ownership. 

Cryptocurrencies create environmental, social, and governance concerns. The main environmental concern 

surrounds proof-of-work, because coin mining can demand high energy usage. Social concerns arise over 

inequitable access, should hardware needs limit use. Meanwhile, governance issues are introduced through 

the nascent legal and regulatory frameworks under consideration. 

Cryptocurrency investment adds portfolio risk. The high volatility of cash-out value means that a portfolio 

that includes cryptocurrency contains liquidity risk, and this could affect credit through reduced budgetary 

stability.  
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Credit effects of 
cryptocurrency 
ownership are tied 
to cyber defense. 
Risks can, 
however, be 
mitigated through 
policies and 
intermediaries 




